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A function space n is introduced for the study of nonlinear hereditary differential 
equations. The properties of A include: it is a Banach space under the supremum 
norm, the continuous functions constitute a closed proper subspace, and the unit 
bat1 is sequentially compact in the weak- * topology. Existence, uniqueness, and 
continuous dependence results are obtained for solutions of a broad class of initial 
value problems. An optimization problem is formulated for systems which are aftine 
in the control, and solutions are approximated by means of a sequence of problems 
which are finite-dimensional in the control. ‘$ 19R7 Academc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Various state spaces have been employed successfully in the study of 
hereditary differential equations (HDE) with finite delay. The elements of 
these spaces are (in part, equivalence classes of) functions defined on a 
compact interval K. The reason for this choice is that a function v, defined 
on K generally determines a unique solution x(q) of a given HDE. The 
most common state spaces are C(K), the continuous functions defined on K 
under the supremum norm, and L,(K) x R, where frequently p = 2. (In this 
report it is assumed that solutions are real-valued; the above comments 
and the results presented below are readily generalized to higher dimen- 
sions.) 
The space C(K) is very convenient for the study of HDE if the initial 
state 4p is itself an element of C(R) and the control function (if any) is con- 
tinuous. The advantage of using C(K) rests partially on the fact that point 
evaluation is continuous (i.e., the map cp -+ (p(O) from C(K) to R is con- 
tinuous for all B in K); this permits the treatment of a broad class of HDE. 
However, it is sometimes necessary to allow for discontinuous initial states, 
and it is almost always necessary to consider discontinuous control 
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functions when optimizing the response of a system. Moreover, the HDE is 
equivalent to an ordinary differential equation involving C(K)-valued 
functions only under severe restrictions on the initial data. (Further 
comments on this topic will be made in Sect. 5.) 
In contrast, the spaces L,(K) x R allow for a broader range of initial data 
and require only that a control function be an element of L,. This permits 
a satisfactory treatment of optimization problems. Unfortunately, the class 
of HDE which may be considered is greatly restricted because point 
evaluation is not continuous (or even well defined). This drawback may be 
overcome in many linear and in some nonlinear problems, but most 
nonlinear HDE are not amenable to investigation in such state spaces. 
To avoid these disadvantages of C(K) and L,(K) x R, a state space /i(K) 
is introduced in Section 2. n(K) is isometrically isomorphic to L,(K) x R, 
and is therefore isometrically isomorphic to the dual of the space AC(K) 
of absolutely continuous functions on K under the norm Iq] = 
Iv(d)1 + var(cp, K). (The expression var(cp, K) denotes the total variation of 
cp on K, d denotes the right endpoint of K.) Furthermore, C(K) is a closed 
proper subspace of A(K), and point evaluation of elements of A(K) is 
continuous, 
A class of HDE which may be successfully treated in the state space 
A(K) is described in Section 3. Existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
initial value problems, as well as continuous dependence with respect to 
initial data and control functions, are then established for such systems. 
An optimization problem is stated in Section 4 for systems governed by 
HDE which are affine in the control function. Solutions are shown to exist 
and sufficient conditions for uniqueness are given. Finally, solutions of a 
sequence of approximate, finite-dimensional optimization problems are 
shown to converge to a solution of the original problem. 
The results mentioned above are compared in Section 5 with analogous 
results in the state spaces C(K) and L,(K) x R. 
Certain notational conventions are employed throughout: 
N+ positive integers; 
R" for any n E N+, n-dimensinal euclidean space (R = R'); 
B(E) for any interval E, the Banach space of Lebesgue measurable, 
bounded functions under the supremum norm; 
C(E) for any interval E, the a-algebra of Lebesgue measurable sub- 
sets of E; 
XE characteristic function of E c R; 
P Lebesgue measure. 
Let r > 0 be given. Define Z, = C-r, 01, S = [a, b] and S, = [a - r, b]. For 
a function x E B(S,) and for t E S, define x, E B(Z,) by x,(0) = x(t + 6). If 
x E B(E), let [x] denote the element of L,,(E) which contains x (where the 
value of p is to be taken from the context). 
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2. DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES OF THE STATE SPACE 
A Banach space n of real-valued functions defined on the interval I, will 
serve as state space for the HDE to be considered. Since the properties of ,I 
are also appropriate for control functions, the material in this section will 
be developed for functions defined on a compact interval K= [c, d]; the 
corresponding Banach space will be denoted /f(K). The state and control 
spaces will be n(I,) and A( S,), respectively. 
Let K0 = [c, d). The definition of n(K) rests upon the existence of a map 
p: L,(K)-+ B(Ko) h’ h w IC is an isometric isomorphism onto its range. Once 
the existence of such a map has been established, .4(K) may be considered 
as the class of all functions from K to R whose restriction to K, is an 
element of fi(L,( K)), under the supremum norm. 
The presentation given below in terms of the function fi is based upon an 
idea of Dieudonne [6]. Throughout this section, d, will denote the Frechet 
filter on N+ and Y will denote a fixed nonprincipal ultrafilter on N+. 
To begin, define: 
J: K,xN+ -+2K byJ(lft,n)=[t,t+I,‘n]nK, 
a: L,(K) x K,, x N+ -+ R 
For all t E K, and ne N+ the measure of J(t, n) is positive. For all 
MEL, and no N+ the maps t +jJCr,nt && and t -+ ,u(J(t, n)) are 
continuous on KO. Therefore a(& *, n) is continuous. 
Observe that la(<, t, n)j Q ItI for all 5, t, n. Consequently the sets 
a(& t, A), A E Y, form the base of an ultrafilter of subsets of the compact 
interval [ - 151, l<l]. It follows that for all 5 and t, lim,a(<, t, *) exists in 
C-l& Kll- 
Suppose 5 f L,(K) and x E {. Let d denote the set of Lebesgue points of 
X. For all tf d n Ko, lim, a(<, t, *) exists and equals x(t), which implies 
that lim Y a( cl, t, * ) = x( t ). Since p( d ) = p(K) the function t --, lim V a( 5, t, . ) 
is measurable. Define /I: L,(K) -+ B(K,) by b(()(t) = lim,a(e, t, v). Then 
1<1< Ip( because /?(<)E& Previous comments imply that 18(5)1< 151; 
consequently I@(t)1 = 151. The linearity of /? follows directly from the 
linearity for all n of 4 + a(& 1, n) and the appropriate properties of limits 
with respect to a filter. Let X=P(Lm(K)). Then since j?([x])=x for all 
XEX and C.?(c)] = 5 for all 5~: L,(K), j? is an isometric isomorphism 
between L,(K) and X. 
Define y: L,(K)xRxKxN++R by 
a(<, 4 n), te I[c, 4J 
a(C,d,,n)+ [to--a(T,d,,n)](t-d,)/(d-d,), te(d,,d], 
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where d,, = d- (d- c)/(n + 1). Then ~(5, &,, ., n)~ C(K) for all 5, &,, n. 
Now define p: L,(K) x R + B(K) by ~(5, &,)(t) =lim,y(& &,, t, *). Clearly 
~(5, I&) = /I(<) on K,, for all l, and ~(5, &J(d) = <,,. Thus if the norm on 
L,(K) x R is given by I(<, &,)I = max{ ItI, I&I}, then p: L,(K) x R + B(K) 
is an isometric isomorphism onto its range. Let n(K) be defined as 
p(L,(K), R), under the supremum norm. These results are summarized in 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. A(K) is a Banach space; it is isometrically isomorphic to 
L,(K) x R and is consequently isometrically isomorphic to AC(K)*. 
Observe that n(K) is defined by means of functions which are con- 
tinuous on K, not just on K,. This permits the statement of the following 
result, which will be useful in establishing the measurability of certain 
functions in Section 3. 
THEOREM 2. For every x E A(K) there is a sequence {xn} in C(K) which 
converges to x pointwise a.e. on K and is such that Ix,, < 1x1 -for all n. 
Proof: Observe that y( [x], x(d), ., n)E C(K) for all n and that 
lim, y( [xl, x(d), t, .)=x(t) at all Lebesgue points t of x. Furthermore, 
Iv(Cxl, x(d), 6 n)l < max{ I [XII, Ill} 6 1x1 for all t, n. 
In this paper, Dieudonne [6] employed integral averages over the inter- 
vals [t - l/n, t + l/n] instead of [t, t + l/n] n K (as above). The intersec- 
tion with K accounts for the shortening of [t, t + l/n] which is necessary to 
stay within the domain of 5 when t + l/n > d, this is merely a technical 
modification. 
More important, however, is the fact that the integral averages do not 
extend over [t - l/n, t). The significance of this difference is most easily 
seen by an example. Let x: [0, l] -+ R be the characteristic function of { 1) 
and let y: [0, 21 -+ R be the characteristic function of [l, 21. Note that 
x E /i( [0, 11). If integral averages had been taken over [t - l/n, t + l/n] in 
the definition of n([c, d]), then y would not be an element of n([O, 21) 
because y( 1) = 1 # 4. It would thus be possible to continuously extend an 
element in A( [0, 11) to [0,2] without obtaining an element of A( [0,2]). 
Solutions of initial value problems involve the continuous extension of 
an element of A( [a-r, a]) to the interval [a-r, b]. Thus if solutions are 
to be elements of A( [a - r, b]), the integral averages cannot be taken over 
[t - l/n, t + l/n]. The following lemma indicates that the desired property 
does hold for n as defined above; its proof is immediate. 
LEMMA 1. Let x E A( [a - r, a]) and let y: [a - r, b] + R be an extension 
of x which is continuous on [a, b]. Then ytzA([a-r, b]), and 
y,EA([-r,O])foraNtE[a,b]. 
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The next property of A(K) to be considered provides the basis for 
relating optimization over finite-dimensional subspaces of A(K) to 
optimization over A(K) itself. The result is given below in Theorem 4. 
The proof of Theorem 3, which is an intermediate result, includes an 
argument (different from the one given above) that lim, tl( [xl, t, .) exists 
and equals x(t) a.e. in K. The following discussion is modeled on Rudin’s 
[S] treatment of differentiation of a Bore1 measure. 
For t E K, and n E N+ define 
$(t,n)=([p,q]:c<pQt<q<d and q-pdl/n}, 
and let o+, 0.: L,(K)xK,,xN+-+Rbegiven by 
~+iS.t,n)=suP{[~~S~~~~~(E):EE~(t,n)}. 
w -(C;t,n)=infi[~~,id~]~r(E):E./(t,n)}. 
NotethatJ(t,n)Ef(t,n)s~thato~(<, t,n)<a(<, t,n)<o+((, t,n)forall 
5, t, n. Note also that w-(5,t,n)6w-(r,t,n+l) and o’(<,t,n)B 
0 + (5, t, n + 1) for all 5, t, II. Let 
o+(& t)=limo+(<, t;), 
aJ 
0 ([, t)=liF o-(5, t, e). 
Observe that for all 5, t, 
0 (5, t) < lim@inf cc(& t, . ) <B(t)(t) d 1im;up c((5, t, . ) < a+({, t), 
since Y finer than @ implies 
lim@inf cr(& t, .) < limpfa(& t, .) = B(<)(t) 
= limzup a( r, t, . ) < limsup c1( 5, t, . ). 
The proof of Theorem 3 appears immediately after Lemmas 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 3. For all 5 E L,(K), p{ t E K,,: o-(5, t) < a+(5, t)} =O. 
LEMMA 2. For all 5, n both w+(& ., n) and o-(5, ., n) are measurable. 
Proof Given kER, let E,+={t~K,,:~+(<,t,n)>k}. If tcE,+ then 
there is an interval [p, q] E f(t, n) with i; ldp > k(q -p). Since [p, q] E 
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%(s, n) for t <s < q, it follows that [t, q) t El. Thus EL E C(K,). A similar 
argument shows that w ~ (5, . , n) is measurable. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose XEB(K) and~({t~K:x(t)<O})=0. Let r= [x]. If 
AEC(K) and jA tdp=O then p((t~A:a+(~, t)>O})=O. 
Proof: Let P=(t~K~:a+(t,t)>O}. If p(AnP)>O then there is a 
positive number k and a compact set Fc A n P such that p(F) > 0 and 
a+(5,t)>kforallt~F.Foreacht~Fandn~N+thereisasetE~~(t,n) 
such that SE [dp > kp(E); let J& denote the class of all such sets for t E F 
and n > m. Each class &W is a Vitali covering of F. Hence there is a finite 
subclass Rm of disjoint sets for which P(F\U,,~~ E) < p(F)/2. Define F,,, = 
{ t E K: dist(t, F) < l/m}. Then since < > 0 a.e. and E c F,,, for all E E &,, 
Since F= nm, 1 Fm,, jF 5dp > k/W/2 > 0. Th’ is contradicts the assumption 
jA rdp = 0. Consequently p(A n P) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Choose x E B(K) with [x] = 5. First, it will be 
shown that p({tcK,: x(t)<~+(~,f)})=O. Let q be a rational number. 
Define E= {t~K:x(t)<q} and F=X\E. Let yell(K) be given by y(t)= 
[x(t) - q] xF(t) and let 4 = [y]. Note that y is nonnegative on K, and that 
jG tdp - qp(G) d jG qdp for all G E C(K). This implies that a+(& r) - q < 
0 + (9, t) for all t. Since SE qdp = 0, Lemma 3 implies that p( (t E E: 
c+(q, t)>O})=O. Let A,= {~EK,: x(t)<q<o+(& t)}. It follows from 
theabovecommentsthat~({t~E:o+(~,t)>q})=O,i.e.,~(A,)=O.IfA= 
(t~K~:x(t)<0+(5,t)} thenA=lJ,A,,sop(A)=O. 
Observe that for all t E K,, a-([, t) = -o+( -5, t). The above argument 
implies that 
p({t~K,+-(5, t)<x(t)})=p({t~K,,: -a+(-& t)<x(t)}) 
=p({t~K~: -x(t)<o+(-5, t)}) 
= 0. 
The conclusion follows immediately. 
A sequence of projection operators, each having finite-dimensional 
range, will now be defined on A(K). Theorem 3 will be used to establish a 
convergence property of this sequence. 
For n E N+ and i = 1, 2 ,..., n, define K(n, i) c K by 
K(n, i)= [c+(i- l)(d-c)/n, c+i(d-c)/n). 
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Let K,, : n(K) --f B(K) be given by 
(%8x)(t) = 
i 
4td- c) jK((n.i) x4 for tE K(n, i) 
44 for I= d. 
Observe that n,x is right-continuous and bounded on K,, which implies 
that x,x E A(K). 
THEOREM 4. For every XE A(K) the sequence X,X converges to x 
pointwise a.e. on K and satisfies: /~,xl ,< 1x1 fir all 8. 
Proof. Let 4= [x] and define E= {teK,: o--(&t)=o+(& t)>. Then 
p(E) = p(K) by Theorem 3. Define T: Kx N+ + N’ by t(t, n) = 
max(i:c+(i- I)(d-c)/n<tj; observe that tEK(n,z(t,rz)) for all t, n. Let 
t E E be fixed and let E >O be given. Choose n,E NC such that 
o+(S, t,n,f-x(t)=m*(<, t,n,)-a+(& t)<c, and x(t)--o.-fi, t,Q= 
a-((, t)-w-(4, t,n,)<c. Choose mE$nn, so that (d-c)/m,(: l/nE. Then 
for mam,, the closure of K(m, s(t, m)) is in $(t, n,). Consequently 
o -f<, t, n,) 6 (n,x)( t) < a+([, t, n,) for all m am,. Therefore 
I(GJ)(t) - x(t)1 < E for m>m,. 
The inequalities jrc,xI < 1x1 are obvious. 
It should perhaps be noted that n(K) depends upon the ultrafilter y/ 
in the following sense: if <E L,(K), r is a nonprincipal ultrafilter on N+ 
different from ‘iv, and hm inf, cr(& t, . ) < lim sup, a((, t, . ) then it may 
happen that limp tl( 5, t, . ) # lim, o[( 5, t, 1). 
The relationship between n(K) and AC(K)* may be sketched as follows. 
Let IEAC(K)* be given. For EEX(K) define h,: K+R by hE(t)= 
-ffXEdp; h,EAC(K) for all E. Define the set function vi. on C(K) by 
v,(E) = A(hE); vd is countably additive and vi” +p. Let ljAczL,(K) be the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of vi; si is in fact an element of L,(K) since 
Ivil(E) G /‘I PfE) f or all E. Let u E AC(K) be given by u(t) = 1 for all t. 
Finally, let x;, = p(gj., n(u)). Clearly, Ixj.l < 121. Moreover, A(h) = 
x,(d) h(d)+j, .xj. dh for all hE AC(K). Since this equation implies that 
jlj < 1~~1, it follows that /xjj = IAl. Conversely, for every XE~(K) the 
above equation defines an element il, of AC(K)*, and x is the element of 
A(K) associated as above with L,. 
The separability of AC(K) implies that the unit ball is sequentially 
compact in the weak-* topology on n(K). This fact will-be instrumental in 
Section 4 in the proof of the existence of optimal controls. 
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3. DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF HDE 
Consider the initial value problem (IVP): for cp E J(Z,) and u E A( S,) find 
x E JS,) such that 
x, = cp, x(t) = q(O) + jh. xs, 4 ds for t E S. 
a 
It will be shown below that IVP has a unique solution whenever 
f: S x n(Z,) x n(Z,) -+ R satisfies 
(a) s -+ f(s, x,, u,) is measurable for all x, u E ,4( S,), 
(b) ess sup{ lf(s, 0,O)l: SE S} < co, 
(c) un -+ u (weak-*) implies that 
for all t, x, 
(d) for all c > 0 there is a number M(c) > 0 such that 
Id, Iti Ill, Ivll 6 c implies that for a.a. S, 
If(s,cp,r)-f(s,ICI,?)l~M(c){Icp--l+li-~I). 
This property of IVP, together with some continuous dependence results, is 
established in 
THEOREM 1. The above IVP has a unique solution x(cp, u) for every 
cp E A(Z,) and every u E A(S,). Furthermore, if cp” + cp (norm) and U” + u 
(weak-*) then x((p”, u”) + x(cp, u) (norm). 
Proof Let k=sup{lcp”l + lu”l:n~N+} and K=esssup{lf(s,O,O)l: 
s E S); both k and K are finite. Let c = 2k + 1. The proof will proceed under 
the assumption that [CM(C) + K](b - a) < 4. Afterward, the general case 
b > a will be considered. 
Define e: A(Z,)-+A(S,) by (e$)(s)=$(s-a) for s~[a--,a) and 
(et))(s) = +(O) for s E S. Define T: A(S,) x .4(Z,) x A(S,) + A(S,) by 
T(Y, $2 v)(t) = 
0 tE [a-r,a) 
SLf(Lyy Y,+ (ell/),, 0,) ds, TV [a, b]. 
Suppose I yl G 1 and l$l, (VI d k. Then for all s, 1 y, + (ell/),l, Iu,l 6 c. Hence 
for all t, 
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I T(Y, tk u)(t)1 G jr Ifb Y, + (4),, u,) -f(s, 0, 0)l ds + St Ifh 0,O)l ds (I a 
6 [cM(c)+K](t-a) 
That is, IQ ., Ic/, u) maps A = {YE A(,!?,): ly( < l> into itself for all II/, u 
satisfying 11,/l, Iv/ dk. Similarly, for 1~1, IzJ < 1 and 111/l, 101 <k, 
IT(y, $, u)(t)- T(t, $, u)(t)1 <4ly--zI for all t. Therefore T(*, Ic/, u) is a 
contraction on A uniformly with respect to [$I, JuI dk; let y($, U)EA 
denote its fixed point. 
For IyI d 1, T(y, cp”, v) -+ T( y, cp, U) uniformly with respect o [VI <k. By 
property (c) of f; T( y, $, u”)(b) + T(y, $, u)(t) for all $, t. Since 
{ T(y, rj, un): n E N+ } is bounded and uniformly equicontinuous for 
I II/ I d k, it follows that T( y, $, u”) -+ 7’( y, $, u). Consequently 
KY, $3 0 -+ T(Y, cp, u). 
Let z,: S, + R be given by z,(t) = sup{ ly(cp”, U”)(S) - y(cp, u)(s)11 
a-r 6 s < t}. By writing T(y(cp”, un), cp”, u”) - Z’(y(cp, u), cp, U) as 
CT(Y(cp”, d, cp”, u”) - T(Y(cp, u), rp”, 01 + cmJ(cp, u), cp”, u”) - 
7’( ~~(rp, u), cp, u)] and applying Gronwall’s inequality to z,, it follows that 
z, + 0 in A(s,). Therefore y(cp”, u”) -+ y(cp, u). The desired solution of the 
IVP is given by x(cp, U) = y(cp, U) + ecp. 
In general, if b > a choose m E N+ such that [CM(C) + K](b - a) d m/2. 
Then divide S into m subintervals of equal length. The above procedure 
may be applied to each of these subintervals and the solution x(cp, U) 
pieced together. 
The utility of the above theorem depends on the types of functions which 
satisfy the conditions (a)-(d). Lemmas 1 and 2 below specify a readily 
identifiable class of such functions. 
Let A be a finite subset of Z,. Define Z as the Banach space of all 
bounded measures v on C(Z,) such that v = vr + v2, where v, + ,U and 
var(v,, Z,\A) = 0, under the total variation norm. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose y: S+ f is strongly measurable and essentially 
bounded, and let U” + u (weak-*) in A(S,). Then for all measurable and 
essentially bounded functions y: S + R, 
j’ ~($1 (j” 0 -r 
4 4(d) ds + j’ y(s) ( j” u, 44s)) ds a -r 
for all t. 
Proof: Let y(s) =y,(s)+y,(s), where y,(s)4,~ and var(yz(s), Zr\A)=O 
for all s. The weak-* convergence of z/ to u implies that JYr u: dy,(s) -+ 
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jt,u,dy,(s)foralls. Sincesup{(u”l:nEN+} andesssup((y,(s)l:sES} are 
both finite, jiy(s)(jO, 4 4,(s)) ds + j:~(s)({Y,, ~,dy,(~)) ds by the 
dominated convergence theorem. 
Let 8 EA. The function ae(s) =jyr x iei dy,(s) is measurable and essen- 
tially bounded, and CBEA aO(s) ~(0) =JYr cpdy,(s) for all rp, S. Thus J: y(s) 
Cj” r uf 4,(s)) ds = C BE A j: y(s) se(s) ~“(3 + 0) ds. The weak-* convergence 
of U’ to u and the finiteness of A imply that j: y(.s)(s”, of drz(s)) ds -+ 
j: J(s)(~“, U, d?,(s)) ds for all t. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose f: S x A(Z,) x A(Z,) -+ R is of the form f(s, cp, [) = 
fits, cp)+f2(s, cp) g(s, i! where 
(i) fur all c>O there are numbers MJc)>O such char 1~1, I$l<c 
implies that for a.a. s and for j = 1, 2, 
Ifj(h cP)-fjCs, $11 <M;(c) max{l(p(8)--1(/(8)[: OEA} 
[ 
+ s ’ l(~-tild~ 5 -r 1 
(ii) fj(., rp) is measurable for every cp, and ess sup{ \fj(s,O)I:s~S} < CO 
(.i= 1, 21, 
(iii) there is a strongly measurable and essentially bounded function 
y: S + r such that g(s, [) = sYr < dy(s). 
Then f satisfies properties (a)-(d). 
Proof: (a) Suppose x, u~/i(S,). Let xn be a sequence in C(S,) such 
that Ix”1 < 1x1 for all n and xn + x pointwise a.e. (The existence of such a 
sequence is established by Theorem 2 of Sect. 2.) Then s +fi(s, x:) is 
measurable for j= 1, 2. Condition (i) implies that fj(s, x;) -+fi(s, x,) 
pointwise a.e. on S. Consequently s -+ fj(s, x,) is measurable for j= 1,2. It 
follows from the proof of Lemma 1 that s + g(s, u,) is measurable. 
Therefore s -+f(s, x,~, u,) is measurable. 
(b) f(s, 0,O) =.f,(s, 0), so ess sup{ If(s, 0, 0)l: SE S} < co by con- 
dition (ii). 
(c) Let x E A(S,) be given. Then s +f2(s, x,) is measurable and 
essentially bounded. If z.P + u (weak-*) then Lemma 1 implies that 
J?,fAs, x,) ds, 6’) ds -, j:fh x,1 g(s, u,) ds for all t. 
(d) Let K=ess sup{max{ I.fi(s, ON, IfAs, O)l, Iv(s)1 >: SES}. For 
c > 0 let M(c) = (1 + r) M,(c) + (1 + r) cKM,(c) + K2. If cp, $, [, q E A(1,) 
with 1~1, 1$1, I[[, 1~1 d c then for a.a. SE S, 
If,(s, cp) -t-1(% $11 G (1 + r) M,(c)lv ~ $1, 
505/68/l-3 
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G If2(% cp) -f-As, +)I I&, 01 + Ifi(& $11 IdA 0 -gh VII 
G(l +r)MAc)l~-+I 4it+ Clf2(s, ~)-.m 011 + Ifih ONI m-VI 
G (1 + r) cKM,(c)lcp - $1 + [(I + r) ~z(c)l$l +a oz - rll 
<(I +y)cf=z(c)lq-$I+ [(I +~)cK~~(c)+K*1li-~l. 
Hence MS, rp, i) -.f(s, 11/, VII< Wc)Clv - $I+ Ii-d I. 
It should be noted that condition (i) was necessary to establish property 
(a) as well as property (d). 
4. OPTIMIZATION 
Having obtained continuous dependence results for solutions of HDE, it 
is now possible to consider an associated optimization problem. In par- 
ticular, let g: A(,S,) --t R and h: LJS,) -+ R be given. Throughout this sec- 
tion, [. ] will be considered as a map from A( S,) to L2(S,). Define 
Q: A(Z,) x A(s,) -+ R by Q((p, u) =g(x(cp, u)) + h( [u]). The basic 
optimization problem is 
.P: given cp~A(l,) and UcA(S,), minimize Q((p, .) over U. 
If the right-hand side f of HDE satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2 
in Section 3, then the optimization problem 9 is tractable under the 
hypotheses: 
(a) g, h are continuous, 
(b) h is quasiconvex, 
(c) UC (S,) is convex and sequentially closed (weak-*), 
(d) (i) U is bounded, or 
(ii) g, h are bounded below and h is radially unbounded (i.e., 
IuI + cc implies h(u) + cc). 
The existence of an optimal control may be established as follows. Fix cp. 
Let q= inf{Q((p, ) u : u E U} and choose u, E U such that Q((p, u,) + q. 
Hypothesis (d) implies that the sequence {un> is bounded; let U* be a 
weak-* limit point of (a subsequence of) {u,,}. Observe that U* E U by 
hypothesis (c). 
The continuity of g and Theorem 1 of Section 3 imply that 
g(x(cp, u,)) -+ g(x(cp, u)). It follows from Mazur’s theorem and the fact that 
[u,] + [u] (weak) if U, + u (weak-*) that h( [*I) is weak-* lower semicon- 
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tinuous on U. Consequently h( [u*] ) < lim inf h( [u,] ). Therefore 
q G Q((p, u*) Q lim id Q((p, u,) = q. 
The question of uniqueness is more difficult and will be addressed at 
present only in the event that: f(s, ., i) is atline for all s and i; g is 
quasiconvex; and either g or h is strictly quasiconvex. Under these 
assumptions Q((p, . ) is strictly quasiconvex, so Q((p, u*) = q = Q((p, v*) 
implies that Q((p, (u* + v*)/2) < q if u* #v*. 
The projection operators n,, of Section 2 above may be employed (with 
K = S,) to define a sequence of approximate optimization problems. Each 
such problem involves optimization in finite-dimensional subspaces of 
A(,S,) and is consequently amenable to solution by numerical procedures. 
Let U, = (rc,u: UE U and IuI Gn} and let ((p,} be a sequence in A(Z,) 
which converges to cp. For each n, define the approximate optimization 
problem Yfl : minimize Q( (Pi, . ) over U,. Lemma 1 below verifies that U, 
satisfies hypothesis (c), and thereby guarantees the existence of a solution 
of each 9$. 
LEMMA 1. If U c A(S,) is convex and sequentially closed (weak-*) then 
IE,, U has the same properties for all n. 
Proof. The convexity of each U, is obvious. Suppose {ui} c U, and 
ui + uO (weak-*). For each i there is a vie U such that ui = nnvi and 111~1 6 n.
Let v,, be a weak-* limit point of (a subsequence of) the sequence {vi}. 
Then Irc,,vi) 6n for i=O, 1, 2 ,..., and (n,u;)(t) + (~,v,,)(I) for all tE S,; in 
particular, (rc,vi)(h) --) (rc,v,)(b). The dominated convergence theorem 
implies that Is, rc, vi dh -+ js, z,v,,dh for all h E AC(S,). Thus ui= 
n,,v, + TK,,V~ (weak-*), so z+,= ~,v,E U,. 
Let u,* denote a solution of Pn. Theorem 1 establishes the connection 
between problem 9 and problems PH. 
THEOREM 1. Assume hypotheses (a)-(d); assume further that 71, UC U 
for all n. Then (a subsequence of) the sequence {u,* } converges (weak-*) to a 
solution of problem 9. The corresponding trajectories and payoffs also 
converge. 
Proof Since {u,* } c U, (a subsequence of) the sequence has a weak-* 
limit point in U if {u:} is norm-bounded. This is obvious under hypothesis 
(d)(i). So, assume hypothesis (d)(ii) and choose any u E U. Then rc,u + u 
(weak-*) by Theorem 4 of Section 2 and the dominated convergence 
theorem. Therefore Q( (P,,, x,,u) + Q((p, u) by Theorem 1 of Section 3, 
hypothesis (a), and the fact that [n,u] + [u] in L,(S,). Since Q(q,, u,*) < 
Q((p,,, rcn,u) for all n > IuI the sequence {Q((p,, uz)} is bounded above. The 
norm-boundedness of {zI:} follows from the assumption that g is bounded 
below and h is radially unbounded. 
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Suppose u* is a weak-* limit point of {uz}. Then for any u E U, 
Q((p, u*) < lim inf Q((p,, a,*) < lim sup Q((p,, u,*) d lim sup Q((p,, rrnu) 
= Q(rp, u). Therefore u* solves 8, and lim Q((p,, u,*) = Q(cp, u*). The con- 
vergence of the trajectories x((p,, u,*) to x(cp, u*) is a direct result of 
Theorem 1 of Section 3. 
Given cp in problem 9, any convenient sequence {cp,} of initial data 
which converges to cp in n(Z,) may be employed for gn. Each problem pn 
may be solved numerically using standard search techniques in conjunction 
with an integration algorithm (see Cryer [4]) for HDE. 
5. COMPARNN WITH OTHER APPROACHES 
As noted in Section 1, the most popular state spaces for the study of 
HDE are C(Z,) and L,(Zr) x R. C(Z,) and /i(Z,) share the advantage that 
point evaluation of both trajectory and control is well defined and con- 
tinuous. Delayed point evaluation of the trajectory may be dealt with in 
LJZ,) x R when the HDE is linear; see Reber [7]. LJZ,) x R and /i(Z,) 
share the advantage that the unit ball has compactness properties which 
permit the solution of optimal control problems. 
A pleasant feature of &,(I,) x R is that for certain initial data the initial 
value problem is equivalent to: z(t) = cp + f: {Ah, z(s)) + (0, u(s),> & 
where z(t) = (x,, x(t)) and A(s, ($, q)) = (4, f(.s, II/)). A development along 
these lines may be found, e.g., in Banks and Burns [2] for the linear case 
and in Banks [ 11, Webb [9] for some nonlinear equations. Lamm [S] has 
extended the results of Banks [l] to nonlinear HDE with discrete delays in 
the state. 
The corresponding ordinary differential equation in C(Z,), with z(t) = xI, 
is equivalent to an HDE only if @(O -) =f(a, cp) + u(a). This greatly 
restricts the utility of such an equation because the allowable data depend 
on the system itself as well as the control function. 
There are still several details which must be investigated before a similar 
equivalence for /i(Z,)-valued functions could be stated. In both of the above 
cases the indicated integral may be taken in the sense of Bochner. This is 
feasible because strong measurability of the integrand may be established 
without great difficulty. However, not only is /i(Z,) nonseparable, but 
r + (i), fails to have an essentially separable range even for relatively 
well-behaved functions x E n (S,). Consequently, it appears that weak 
measurability is the best that one can hope for. 
The next step would be to establish the Pettis integrability of t+(a),. 
Then if equivalence could indeed be proved, it might be possible to obtain 
approximation results similar to those of Banks and Kappel [3]. 
One feature of the approach taken in this report is the presence of dis- 
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Crete and distributed delays in the control. The author is not aware of other 
investigations which treat this aspect of optimization of nonlinear 
hereditary systems. 
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